



















































                                                               the loan of two critical works, 7;he Ftill of lcarus and Magritte's 7;he
This exhibition featured famous works from Belgium's major museum, En?pire ofLights. These two works allowed the chronology to begin and
presenting an overview of some 400 years of Belgian art history. from the end with masterpieces. With the inclusion of these two works, the
latter half of the 16th century through the first half of the 20th century. A exhibition can be considered a meaningful chronological survey of
chronologically arranged exhibition from a single collection may seem Belgian art over four centuries.
to be a simple exhibition to organize, but in the case of this exhibition. There are many scholars who question whether 7;he ][till oflcarus is in
its earliest inception was fraught with a number of problems. One such fact by Brueghel. but this work is widely known as one of Brueghel's
problem was the fundamental question of whether or not the exhibition major works. It was a particularly meaningful addition to the exhibition
could provide an outline of Belgian art. From the 15th to the 17th given that many people in Japan had not previously seen the work. Of
centuries superb painters were produced in Flanders and it was a further special note is the fact that a diverse array of Belgian modern
painting center that rivaled Italy. However, the 18th century was a painting was displayed, a period that is not well known in Japan outside
period in which the countryside was embroiled in war. and the entire a very few specific artists. Thus the Japanese organizers's interest in a
country bore its scars. There was very little art born amongst such chronological approach meant that the focus was put on works from
conditions, It was not until the latter half of the 19th century, as Belgium Belgian modern painters going back into history. The history of Belgian
set out on reestablishing itself as an independent country. that the modern art is often discussed as the history of the avant-garde. when in
artistic world again attracted attention. Indeed, a number of noteworthy fact it was a period in which there was a complex intermingling of
painters appeared in the fin-de-siecle period, and became works by painters of historicism and academic painting genres. Indeed,
internationally renowned. Thus, Belgian art of the Iast 500 years can be it was this very mixture of the academic and the avant-garde that made
largely divided into two periods, namely the 15th century through the Belgian modern art so unique. Henri Leys or Valerius de Saedeleer is
17th century and then again from the latter half of the l9th century one of the painters displayed in the exhibition, and his inclusion was
onwards, Hence. many considered it questionable about whether there particularly appropriate for the exhibition's chronological overview
was any meaning in attempting an ovenriew of a continuous historsi for approach. This exhibition traveled to both Nagasaki and Osaka,
the four centuries. allowing an even greater number of visitorsachance to see the history
  However, while there has been a relatively large amount of Belgian and arts of Belgium. (Akira Kofuku)
modern art introduced in Japan, there has only been a scattered
showing of Flemish works from Van Eyck to Rubens. Even if few in [Catalogue]
number, it was deemed a display of works by the Flemish masters was egim/:durP, sYh: iAmk6/rudnFTOofUkyk6i!HYeOakdOoFfLfl:5/MitSU, CUItural Affairs Department of
eminently appropriate forthe NMWA. Texts by: Akira Kofuku. Yoko Fukumitsu, Yuko Tatsuno, Aki Hirokawa,
  The author gained the fundamental understanding of the Belgian Keiko Toyama, Makiko Takagi. Veronique Bucken, Pierre-Yves Desaive,
                                                               Frederic Leen, Curatorial Department of Muses Royaux des Beaux-Arts deorganizers on these issues of exhibition scope. and then the next Belgique
problem emerged. The Belgian region xN'as the center of panel painting Produced by: IMEX Fine Arts
production in Europe from the 15th century onwards, and this country
has a tradition of requiring strict conservation regulations regarding any Transportation and handling of art works: Nippon Express
works on panel. While all manner of efforts were made in this regard, in Exhibition design: Tok〉io Studio
the end the Belgian organizers were extremely cautious about Iending
works on panel. The majority of Belgian paintings dating from the 15th
and 16th centuries were created on panels, and while the Belgian side
had agreed to a comprehensive chronological approach, in fact, the first
list of works proposed by the Belgians focused on 17th century Flemish
paintings, and ait works from the end of the 19th century through the
first half of the 20th century. Such a Iist cannot be considered a
comprehensive chronological approach.
  A number of negotiations fotlowed this initial list. Though only a few,
some drawings were added from the latter half of the 16th century, and
some works were added from the early 19th century through mid-
century, thus finally broadening the list into something approaching a
chronological sun･'ey. A long process of negotiation finally resulted in
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